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As I mentioned yesterday, I think we could say that this teaching that Master Rinzai

delivered upon ascending to the high seat in the formal talk could certainly be said to be a truly

penetrating,  awesome teaching.   The  questions  that  were  asked  were  good  questions.   The

answers that were given were good answers.  I say it was a superb talk, a superb teaching.  But it

is for you to understand what is meant by superb and what is meant by banal. 

  Here I am giving Teisho.  But Teisho is an awesome thing, a frightening thing.  So.

This short phrase: "The affair of the sword blade".  How are we to understand, how are we to

grasp this expression in terms of the nitty gritty of our practice?  

Now when we talk about sword blade, actually there are two types of sword blades.  The

kind of sword that has a blade on just one side and the kind of sword, like a broad sword, that has

a blade on both sides.  The expression in Chinese, "sword blade", it's for you, with your own

strength, to understand which one has the two sides.  Is it sword that refers to the one with two

sides or one side?  Does blade refer to the form with one side or two sides?  You figure it out.

You won't go wrong though if you understand that when Rinzai refers to "this affair of the sword

blade,"  he is talking about the fact that the activity of the Dharma is a two edged sword.  So

that's why Rinzai used the particular Chinese word "Ten" which usually refers to a two sided

sword.  He is saying, in essence, when you wield the two-sided sword, you are wielding the two-

sided activity of the Dharma.  

That is to say that the Dharma is the activity that manifests having as its content the

activity of going and the activity of coming, the two contrasting blades.  Now, this activity of the

Dharma has these contrasting sides. It's a polarization.  That polarity unites into a unity, and that

unity  is  called  completeness,  or  zero.   The essence  of  Tathagata  Zen is  that  that  zero,  that

completeness, is the state wherein a self that could say yes or no is gone.  
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From ancient times there have always been many "Zens".  A whole bunch of different

approaches are described in the famous classic,  the Mumonkan, and also when you read the

sutras you will see there are so many approaches, so many orientations towards enlightenment.

There's lots of different kinds of sutras, but every sutra talks about Zen.  Of course, I'm sure you

realize that in Tathagata Zen, when ever we say the word Zen we understand that to mean this

creative,  dynamic  activity  of  the  Dharma.   So  we could  say  that  every  conceivable  Zen  is

contained within Tathagata Zen.  

The reason that we call it Tathagata Zen is that is functions having as its content the two

sides the contrasting activities called tatha-gata, the thus going, and tatha-agata the thus coming.  

The  activity  of  the  Dharma  manifests  three  distinct  situations,  three  distinct  states.

There is a state wherein the plus and minus, the polar activity unites into a oneness that is a zero.

And there is a state where that zero breaks apart into a polarity of expansion and contraction.

Then there is a state where that zero completely breaks apart and expansion and contraction don't

just polarize they pull apart and completely separate. 

  That's why in the sutras it says the activity of the Dharma manifests the state of one.

The activity of the Dharma manifests the state of two.  The activity of the Dharma manifests the

state of three.  

That's why Rinzai says the one is none other than three.  The three are none other than

one.  The activity of the Dharma, as I just said, manifests one, two and three. 

What we mean by the "state of one" is that zero, that single zero, that singularity of zero

that contains the entire universe all gathered together in the one point of zero.  Now what we

mean by that, is simply the state wherein "thus going" and "thus coming", in other words and like

I mentioned yesterday, plus and minus, positive and negative, have neutralized and united.  

Now here's the point:  what is the source of that zero?  What is the source of that zero, the

source of that one?  The source of that one is two.  That is to say the state wherein the two sides

have polarized, that is the situation where there is just two and when those two unite they come

together to form the one.  So the two are the source of the one.  

How does that happen?  That happens by the plus completely experiencing the world of
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the minus, and the minus winning for itself the world of the plus, therein having experienced

each other's world, they unite in one.  

In other words, plus and minus are intrinsically opposite,  and yet they can stop their

contrasting and have the experience of mutual encounter.  

In order to come to the experience what I am talking about here you have to be willing to

cry tears of blood.  But when you first hear somebody talk about this it doesn't seem relevant at

all to anything.  You just don't get the point.  So your practice doesn't come together.  

What do we mean by plus?  Plus is that which seeks to manifest complete plus.  And

what we mean in Tathagata Zen by minus is the same thing.  Minus is that which does the total

activity of minus.  

Because plus just does plus, and minus just does minus, and because they are moving in

completely opposite directions, most people would think that there's no way that they could ever

come together.  They are flying apart.  But, if you look at it from that perspective, the way most

people do, you will never be able to answer the question:  What is the product, what is the fruit

of plus and minus?  But the fact is that everybody actually has the experience of plus and minus

uniting.  That is why we say that it's wrong to think that plus only runs in the direction of plus for

eternity.  Or that minus forever runs only full speed in the direction of minus.  

I ask you to listen carefully.  I am trying to explain it as clearly as I can so you'll get it.

Because I'm going to die you know, and you may not have a chance again to hear this.  

So, as I have said over and over again, they inevitably come together.  And when they

come together, when they encounter each other, can that situation remain forever?  Is it in the

nature of the Dharma to fixate that union?  No way!  That state of oneness will not last  They

literally break through their encounter.  Plus and minus pass through each other and plus starts to

make, as his place of activity, that place whence minus had traveled.  And in the same way,

minus breaks through the encounter, passes through plus and begins to make as her place of

contractive  activity  that  place  whence  plus  had  come.   This  is  the  primordial  teaching  of

Buddhism.  

Now, at this point we are very careful to caution people.   When we talk about plus and
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minus, positive and negative, these aren't things.  These are pure doings, and therefore cannot be

seen as objects by anybody.  And because there is no one there to see, the activity of plus and

minus proceeds without a scintilla of will.  

But in order to teach people about plus and minus, it is necessary to personify them.  To

speak about them as though their force were a kind of will, or as though they had a kind of

personal character.  It's hard huh?  But there's nothing hard about it.  So, if we want to personify

them,  for  convenience  of  understanding  only,  wouldn't  it  be  natural  for  plus  to  initiate  a

conversation with minus by saying:  Where did you come from?  And obviously wouldn't it be

completely natural for minus to retort:  Where did you come from?  

This is called Koan Zen.  It's  the beginning of Zen practice.   Everybody has a place

where they were born.  So plus and minus would probably answer "I came from my birth place".

So, if we want to explain it in an easily comprehensible way, it would be that minus certainly has

a  source  of  minus,  and  plus  certainly  has  a  source  of  plus.  If  they  were  to  engage  in  a

conversation plus would have to say:  "I came from my source."  And minus would have to say:

"I came from my source."  

In Tathagata Zen we say that minus seeks to experience the source of plus, plus seeks to

experience the source of minus, and therefore minus reaches the source of plus, plus reaches the

very source of minus.  

So you see obviously the affair of the sword blade is none other than the manifestation of

true love.  Minus reaches the source of plus.  Plus reaches the source of minus.  Certainly there is

no cause for complaint here.  They are manifesting one true nature.   

So in Zen we say that when we sit in this weird Zen posture, what we are trying to do is

contemplate the state wherein minus has reached the source of plus and plus has reached the

source of minus.  

Originally they called it "Kansho 観性", which means to contemplate the nature although

originally, in its more complete form it is called "Kensho", which means to manifest the nature.

But because we're not talking here about that complete manifestation,  or Kensho experience,

they  refers  to  Zazen  as  "Kansho"  or  contemplating  nature.   In  other  words,  Kensho,  or
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manifesting the nature, would refers to the manifestation of a complete self, whereas "Kansho"

refers to an incomplete self.  In other words, even the reaching of the source of plus by minus,

and the reaching of the source of minus by plus is not yet the manifestation of a complete self.

Why?  This is what I'm asking you to clearly contemplate.  Contemplate for yourself and you'll

see when plus reaches the source of minus it's now completely experienced the world of minus.

There is no need to experience that world any further.  And it's the same of course for minus.

When  minus  reaches  the  source  of  plus  the  need  to  further  experience  the  source  of  plus

disappears because plus has now been completely internalized, completely gained.  

So what happens to plus when plus finally reaches the source of minus?  Plus turns into

minus.   Likewise for minus.   Minus reaching the source of plus now the world of plus has

disappeared. So minus has nothing to do but take on the guise of plus.  According to Tathagata

Zen, absolutely, inevitably, plus will take on the guise of doing the activity of minus and minus

will take on the activity of doing plus.  They mutually transform into each other.  And what we're

asking you to do in your Zen practice is to manifest that wisdom that clearly understands:  yes

indeed!  That IS what happens.  

In other words we won't allow you to have the fixated mode of thought that woman is

always woman and man is always man.  When plus reaches the source of minus what does it

gaze upon?  It gazes upon it's own source.   OK?  It's the same for minus, or course, but reversed.

When minus reaches the source of plus, minus takes on the guise of the plus activity.  So, when

they take on each other's guises, are they able to clearly see their own original sources?  That's

what you need to see.  

Contemplate very carefully, when minus reaches the source of plus, and transforms and

takes on the form of plus, or the disguise of plus, can minus now clearly see her original source?

Now, I know this is very subtle what I'm talking about today, I'm giving you a very detailed,

subtle description of the process.  So lets take, for example, plus, which has taken on the guise of

minus.  That plus cannot see it's original source.  And minus, reaching the source of plus, now

taking on the guise of doing the activity of plus, can she clearly see her original minus source?

No!  
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Be very clear about that, and why.  Inevitably why is going to come up now.   

Minus that has experienced the world of plus is manifesting a kind of zero.  But it's only

half of the whole.  In other words, I know it's hard, I know  it's subtle, it's zero, sure enough, but

not complete zero.  And in the same way, minus in the source of plus, of course is plus and

minus coming together, and therefore is zero, sure enough, but it is not the experience of the total

space.  This is not the totality.  In other words, it is not a complete zero.  Plus and minus in the

guise of each other are an incomplete zero.  Yes indeed, they share an experience of zero, but

their respective sources are in the shadows, so to speak, because all they're experiencing is that

state of half of zero.  

Although they cannot see their original sources clearly, based on their experiences, they

can think about their original sources.  Remember we're talking about personifications.  Now, I'm

fully  aware  that  what  I'm  describing  now,  in  no  way  is  the  ordinary  person  going  to  be

experiencing in just a couple of years of practice, but I'm going to be passing away.  After I'm

gone, you're going to at least be able to remember:  Roshi said this.

If  you want  to  study Zen you have  to  be  able  to  clearly  manifest  that  wisdom that

understands  that  there  is  a  world  of  difference  between  the  experience  of  thinking  about

something and the experience of knowing something.  According to Tathagata Zen there is a

complete difference between the activity of thinking and the activity of knowing.  That's what I

would like all of you who practice with me to know.  The state of thinking will inevitably arrive

at the place where there is no need to think any more, and there will be knowing.  

This is also a little bit complicated.  When plus and minus interpenetrate,  interdigidate,

pass through each other, they produce a special manifestation that has a technical word for it in

Sanskrit:  Karara, we call it in the Japanese pronunciation. This Sanskrit word means the first

stage of the child as it develops in the womb.  That state of Karara does not manifest in just one

fell swoop between the plus and minus though.  In other words, Karara, that is born in between

the breaking through of the encounter of plus and minus, is not formed in a complete state but in

a state that is invisible.  Karara refers to a kind of initial embryonic state.  

To get into it more it gets very detailed.  According to the traditional formulation the
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father and mother each make a contribution to form this primordial embryo.  According to the

traditional  way of  describing  it,  the father  makes  a  kind of  white  substance  and the mother

contributes a red substance.  There are these two kind of sexual energies that come together to

make the embryo form.  In other words, the father is thought of as having a kind of white blood,

and the mother contributes a red blood.  This is the old fashioned way of describing it.  

But there is no one to see that actually happen.  There's no one there to see it, but the one

who has understood the fundamental principles behind how we appear in this world is called in

Sanskrit,   the Buddha, which literally  means "the awakened one".   The awakened ones can

understand this, and teach it.  When you become a Buddha, you will understand, “Yes indeed

this is how things work.”  

Because plus, reaching the source of minus, takes on the guise of minus activity, and

analogously for minus, when they look back at their initial sources, they cannot see their initial

sources because they see this Karara, this embryonic state instead.  However well matched a

couple may be, when they have a child, the father is so busy looking at the child, the mother is so

busy looking at the child that they don't have any time left to look at each other.  

So, when plus and minus abide at the sources of their respective opposite members they

don't look back at their own original sources.  All they can see is the embryonic Dharma.  The

plus, in the guise of minus looks upon its offspring, this child of the Dharma, this embryo, and

forms a connection.  And in making that connection the plus is able to manifest the original pure

plus.  And likewise, minus, in the guise of plus, by making the connection, by uniting with the

embryonic offspring, is once again able to manifest pure minus.  

And so,  the child,  the embryo, disappears.   And so does disguised plus and so does

disguised minus.  And what is left?  What is left is the original situation:  pure plus, pure minus. 

So now finally plus has been able to return to the source of plus and minus has been able

to return to the source of minus.  And then, plus and minus can have the experience of knowing

that they have, even though they are in contrast,  they have both experienced the total  space.

They can know that, "know" of course is only to speak in that metaphoric,  personified way.

And in this way they come to know that they share one world.  And this knowing that they share
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one world is what we call "manifestation," or Kensho:  to manifest nature.  

Now, actually the character Ken in Kensho, most people interpret it to mean "to see."

見.  But it's homophonous, it has the same sound, and corresponds to another word in Chinese

pronounced exactly the same, Ken, which means 'to manifest."  顕.  

So, if the state of the source is called one, then now state two, which is to say a brand

new state of the source, has been achieved.  So, the first source has been able to manifest a

second source.  So, in order for the first state of the source to manifest a brand new state of the

source what has to happen?  This is what you're being asked to clearly contemplate.  

In later Tathagata Zen history, this was referred to as host and guest separating, and host

and guest uniting.  The initial encountering is a oneness.  But, part of the process is for them to

pass through that oneness, and reach each other's respective sources.    And therein arises the

activity of thinking.  Thinking that is there is uniting,  there can be a complete knowing.  A

knowing that is without "this or that".  That's what we mean by Kensho.  

So in order for one state of the source to come to being a second state of the source, it's

necessary to  pass through the process of host and guest separating, and then host and guest

uniting.

Now we're out of time and I'm going to have to jump ahead a little bit.  The point is, the

monk that asked about the affair of the sword in today's reading, was one who knew the process

of the Dharma as I described it.  In other words he understood that this thing that we call the

activity of the Dharma passes through many many cycles of host and guest separating, and host

and guest reuniting.  

Host means the minus, guest means the plus. Host and guest coming together and coming

apart until finally there is a new state of zero achieved.  He understood that, and was asking

about the affair of the sword from that understanding.  

We're out of time and we just got to the good part.  What happens when the activity of

the Dharma splits apart?  According to Tathagata Zen when the two sides of the Dharma splits

apart there is born in between a self that claims "I am".  But what is the sequence of events that
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actually forms that self?  That's what I'd like to talk about, but we've run out of time so that will

be tomorrow's topic.

 終

The End
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